Firm Overview

Armstrong
THE LAW FIRM, P.C.

Since its founding in September of 1983, Armstrong The Law Firm, P.C.
has offered clients proactive representation in business and personal
legal issues. Offices are located in The Gables business complex just off
15th street and west of Independence Parkway in Plano, Texas.

Representation in Business Transactions.

Armstrong the Law Firm’s lawyers counsel and represent clients in all
manner of commercial and business agreements, contracts and leases.
We assist with everyday transactions—such as contract negotiation, trade secret protection, franchise agreements and industrial leases—as well as the not-so-everyday negotiations, like acquiring another company or
other complex business dealings. Whether your company is just starting up or is mature, our business attorneys can assist with reliable, efficient strategy and execution of business decisions, agreements and options.

Representation of Business in Court.

The legal environment in which a business must function changes rapidly and without notice. The opening
of international markets through the Internet, wide availability of personal computers, and the dropping of
trade barriers has made capable, user-friendly legal counsel more a necessity than a luxury. At the same time,
greater opportunity exists for unfair competition, including abuse of non-competition agreements or pirating of
trade secrets. Armstrong The Law Firm, P.C. has built a reputation for excellence, cutting- edge innovation, and
reliability among its business and senior executive clients.

		

FRAC GC®: Proactive General Counsel

Frac GC® provides small and medium-sized businesses with the same seniorlevel legal resources as their larger competitors, at a fraction of the cost.
®
It can include establishing an office at the client location and becoming a
part of the client management team. Frac GC® provides a proactive and
preventative management approach to business legal issues. It better prepares
management in small and medium-sized companies for litigation, should it occur,
because Frac GC® is a member of the team and up to speed on all aspects of the business.

Richard L. Armstrong, Founder
Richard (“Ric”) Armstrong, principal of the Plano, Texas firm, received his law
degree in 1980 from the SMU School of Law in Dallas, Texas, and his BBA from
Arizona State University in 1975. He has served as President of the Plano Bar
Association and a director of the Collin County Bar Association. He has written
numerous articles in the above areas, and is a speaker to other lawyers and
judges on those and other subjects.
Admitted to practice before the Texas and U.S. Supreme Courts, U.S. District
Court, Northern and Eastern Districts of Texas, and the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals, Richard is an avid speaker and sought-after media spokesperson on
legal issues.
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